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Talk Outline

• Laser spectroscopy - properties obtained

• Experimental methods

• New and proposed techniques



Properties from optical spectra
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Experimental
Estimates 
   (assuming static def). I=4

Tells us about... deformation

Cheal et al. Phys. Lett. B 645, 133 (2007)
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... the nuclear wave function

3/2 3/2 3/2 1/2 3/2 3/2 3/2 5/2

A=67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81

spin

One interaction is (accidentally) correct
1st excited 3/2 which matches gs properties (f35/2 dominated)

Cheal et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 252502 (2010)

the data for a given spin without restriction on the peak
intensities or hfs ratios are shown in Table II. Those of
67;69;71Ga are consistent with the previous measurements
[25–27]. The A-factor ratio for 79Ga (assuming I ¼ 5=2) is
5.73(4) (Table II), which deviates more than 3! from the
weighted mean of all isotopes. This is another proof that
the g.s. spin of 79Ga is I ¼ 3=2. For 81Ga, assuming a g.s.
spin of I ¼ 3=2, the A-factor ratio is þ6:01ð4Þ—a devia-
tion of 10!.

Shell-model calculations of energy levels and nuclear
moments were performed using two effective interactions:
JUN45 [15] and jj44b [28]. Both have been developed for
the (p3=2f5=2p1=2g9=2) model space with 56Ni as a core.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of predicted levels below
1 MeV with experimental levels and spins taken from this
work and Refs. [22,29–31].

Let us first consider the evolution of the 1=2% and 5=2%

levels between N ¼ 40 and N ¼ 50. Experimentally, the
1=2% level reaches a minimum energy in 73Ga where it
becomes the g.s.. Both effective interactions reproduce the
lowering of this level towards N ¼ 42, 44, but it remains at

around 90 keV with the jj44b interaction and at 220 keV
with the JUN45 interaction. Considering that the wave
function of this 1=2% state is very mixed (illustrating that
indeed it is a collective structure) the agreement with
theory is remarkably good. The collective nature of the
1=2% states in the 71;73Cu isotones was observed through
their large transition moments to the 3=2% g.s. [10]. It is
this collective 1=2% state that becomes the g.s. in 73Ga. The
lowering of the 5=2% level from N ¼ 40 to N ¼ 50 is
reproduced by both interactions, but the spin inversion at
N ¼ 50 is predicted correctly only by the jj44b interaction,
which also shows a better overall agreement in the trend.
With JUN45 the 5=2% level is systematically at too low
energies and the inversion between the 3=2% and 5=2%

levels already occurs in 79Ga.
Table III shows the moments extracted from the hfs

coefficients using the known magnetic moment [32] and
quadrupole moment [33] of 71Ga as a reference.
Theoretical moments obtained with both interactions, for
the lowest level with the corresponding spin assignment,
are also given. An effective geffs ¼ 0:7gfrees is used for the
magnetic moments, while the effective charges are eeffp ¼
1:5e, eeffn ¼ 1:1e [15] for both JUN45 and jj44b.
Details on the composition of the g.s. wave functions is

revealed by the measured nuclear moments. The magnetic
moment of 71Ga is closest to the effective SP moment
geffð"p3=2Þ ¼ þ2:96 #N, thus an odd number of protons
in the "p3=2 orbit forms the leading configuration in its
wave function. For the 67;69Ga and 75;77Ga isotopes, their
moments approach the "f5=2 effective single nucleon
value (¼ þ1:46 #N), suggesting these isotopes have a
more mixed configuration. The opposite sign in their quad-
rupole moments suggests a significantly different structure,
which can be understood as due to the emptying of the p3=2

orbital. The normal "ðp3
3=2Þ configuration has a positive

quadrupole moment but the "ðp1
3=2Þ configuration has a

negative quadrupole moment. This suggests that in 75;77Ga
the g.s. wave function is dominated by the "ðp1

3=2Þ odd-
particle configuration, having two protons excited into the
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FIG. 2 (color online). Experimental levels in 71–81Ga compared to calculated levels using jj44b and JUN45 interactions (see text for
details). The ground states of 71;75;77;79Ga are measured to have spin I ¼ 3=2 (black lines), while 73Ga and 81Ga have a ground state
spin of I ¼ 1=2 (red) and I ¼ 5=2 (green), respectively.

TABLE II. The hfs coefficients of the 4s25s2S1=2 and
4s24p2P3=2 states determined from a fit without restrictions on

peak intensities or hfs ratios. Spins are determined from the least
squares analysis (see text). Results for 79Ga, assuming I ¼ 5=2,
and 81Ga (I ¼ 3=2) are given for completeness (see text).

A I Að2S1=2Þ (MHz) Að2P3=2Þ (MHz) Bð2P3=2Þ (MHz)

67 3=2 þ979:7ð2:5Þ þ175:8ð1:0Þ þ73ð4Þ
69 3=2 þ1069:5ð1:5Þ þ191:5ð9Þ þ63ð2Þ
71 3=2 þ1358:2ð1:6Þ þ242:8ð7Þ þ39ð2Þ
73 1=2 þ332ð3Þ þ60:7ð1:3Þ 0
75 3=2 þ973:1ð1:5Þ þ173:6ð9Þ %104:9ð1:3Þ
77 3=2 þ1070:6ð1:2Þ þ191:8ð5Þ %76:7ð1:5Þ
79 3=2 þ555:0ð1:4Þ þ98:3ð9Þ þ58:2ð1:5Þ
79 5=2 þ369:5ð0:6Þ þ64:5ð4Þ þ118:6ð2:1Þ
81 3=2 þ831:2ð1:6Þ þ138:4ð8Þ %43:4ð1:8Þ
81 5=2 þ555:6ð1:3Þ þ98:9ð4Þ %17:7ð2:7Þ

PRL 104, 252502 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
25 JUNE 2010

252502-3

Determine Ga gs spins p3/2, f5/2 inversion

g9/2

(COLLAPS, ISOLDE)



...the very existence of states

A recent example 80Ga:

• Could be too long loved
  for some decay methods

• Half-life similar to gs

• Too low-lying
- same mass

Optical spectroscopy is complementary
to these methods

Cheal et al. Phys. Rev. C 82, 051302(R) (2010)

J=3/2→1/2



Laser spectroscopy at RIB (ISOL) facilities

(a) (b)

V=Vdc+Vrf cos( t)

V=Vdc-Vrf cos( t)

Ion source

Ion beam Laser beam

Photon
detector

Doppler tuning
electrodes

Collinear spectroscopy
(high resolution)

or

Cooler-buncher

Particle or decay counting
(in-source method)

In-source method (higher sensitivity, lower resolution)
Laser beams step-wise resonantly ionize 
the reaction products leaving the target

(one laser will scan over the resonances)

Radioactive isotopes 
extracted as an ion beam

Mass analyzing
magnet

Cheal et al. Phys. Rev. A 86, 042501 (2012)

IP

gs

photon

ion

Other techniques: eg. CRIS, seeks a compromise between the two



High resolution collinear laser spectroscopy

Ion Source (30kV)Laser
PMT Tuning potential

• Used at RIB facilities
• Doppler suppression

Voss et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 122501 (2013)

polarizer beam line [12]. Typically, 105 ions were injected
at a time and held inside the RFQ for 1 ms. The extracted
Fr ion bunch was neutralized in a Rb vapor cell with 50%
efficiency. A frequency-stabilized Ti:sapphire laser beam
at 718 nm overlapped with the atomic beam in a collinear
geometry to perform spectroscopy on the 7s 2S1=2 !
7p 2Po

3=2 (D2) transition in Fr atoms. The diameter of

both laser and atom beams was approximately 5 mm in
the interaction region. Long-term frequency stabilization
of the Ti:sapphire laser with a linewidth <100 kHz to
within 1 MHz was achieved by comparison to a stabilized
HeNe laser via a Fabry-Perot etalon [13]. The atom bunch
was Doppler shifted into resonance with the laser light by
applying an acceleration voltage to the charge exchange
cell. Fluorescent photons as a function of this acceleration
voltage and the atom time of flight were recorded using a
multichannel-scaler-based data acquisition system [14].

The charge exchange cell is situated approximately
40 cm upstream of the light collection region. This distance
corresponds to an approximately 3 !s transit time for the
atom bunch, or 140 lifetimes of the excited atomic state
(" ¼ 21 ns [15]), during which laser light absorption and
subsequent photon scattering occur on resonance. Due to
multiple relaxation possibilities for all but the fully
stretched transitions, the accessible electron population
of one atomic ground state is pumped out into the other,
therefore suppressing the observable hyperfine resonances
as a function of the laser power utilized. This effect, known
as hyperfine pumping, was suppressed by high-frequency
intensity modulation of the laser light using a fast-
switching electro-optical modulator [14]. The pulse train
of transmitted laser light consisted of an 80 ns on time with
both an 18 ns rise and fall time at a repetition rate of
800 kHz with a time-averaged power of 0.08 mW corre-
sponding to 1.25 mW on peak. The timing structure
corresponds to each atom, experiencing up to three photon
bursts following charge exchange, and therefore greatly
reducing hyperfine pumping. At the same time, the
signal strength of the fully stretched transition is main-
tained compared to a continuous laser beam of identical

time-averaged power as evidenced on the low-frequency
multiplet in 208Fr in Fig. 1(a). As shown in this figure, there
is no increase in the observed FWHM due to the intensity
modulation compared to a cw laser beam. Typical FWHM
extracted correspond to 35(5) MHz for cw and 38(4) MHz
for intensity modulated laser irradiation. The efficiency for
the cycling transitions scales with the time-averaged laser
power. The observed intensity of the other hyperfine com-
ponents was greatly increased, typically by a factor of 5. It
should be noted, however, that this factor is spin depen-
dent. Rate equations show [14] that the pulse train used in
this experiment is not ideal and hence some hyperfine
pumping is still present. In the ideal case, each atom should
experience one photon burst at the saturation intensity of
the transition just upstream of the light collection region.
The temporal width of that burst is ideally the lifetime
of the excited atomic state.
The optical spectra for 208;206g;205;204gFr as shown in

Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) were obtained using the fast laser
intensity switching method enhancing the resonances of
lower amplitude. They were fitted using a Voigt profile and
a 12 !s software gate in a #2-minimization routine with
the standard hyperfine function. All parameters including
the line shape were free running for all isotopes. The #2

red
correspond to approximately 0.9 for the spins chosen lying
within the limit of applicability of Gaussian statistics. The
individual hyperfine multiplets were scanned on different
laser locks for which 208Fr [6] served as a calibration. The
nuclear ground-state spins I for the newly measured iso-
topes were determined by fitting the hyperfine function
with different spins to the data and comparing the ratio
of magnetic hyperfine coupling constants of both atomic
states, AðS1=2Þ=AðP3=2Þ, to the weighted mean for A$213Fr
[93.0(1)] as well as the goodness of fit and observing the
quality of the fit. Using this method, the nuclear ground-
state spins for 206;205;204Fr were determined to be 3, 9=2,
and 3, respectively. An overview of the fit parameters
associated is presented in Table I.
It should be pointed out that the high-frequency multi-

plet of 206Fr not only contains resonances of the nuclear

FIG. 1. (a) Suppression of hyperfine pumping using the fast switching compared to continuous laser irradiation. The normalized
count rate is taken as counts per time and laser power. (b), (c) Observed optical fluorescence spectra for the low- and high-frequency
multiplets of 208;206;205;204Fr ground states, respectively. Resonances corresponding to the nuclear ground state of 206Fr in the doublet
structure in (c) are marked with a g.

PRL 111, 122501 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
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Cooled, bunched beams

200ms PMT

Photon background dominated by continuous laser scatter
Background
suppression=200ms accumulation

20μs gate width ~104

Gas filled RFQ
(→ low emittance)



Background suppression

Ungated
Gated (64μs - 70μs)
Time of flight
(50ms accumulation)
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Collinear laser spectroscopy (atom)

Ion Source (30kV)Laser

PMT Tuning potential

Voss et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 122501 (2013)

polarizer beam line [12]. Typically, 105 ions were injected
at a time and held inside the RFQ for 1 ms. The extracted
Fr ion bunch was neutralized in a Rb vapor cell with 50%
efficiency. A frequency-stabilized Ti:sapphire laser beam
at 718 nm overlapped with the atomic beam in a collinear
geometry to perform spectroscopy on the 7s 2S1=2 !
7p 2Po

3=2 (D2) transition in Fr atoms. The diameter of

both laser and atom beams was approximately 5 mm in
the interaction region. Long-term frequency stabilization
of the Ti:sapphire laser with a linewidth <100 kHz to
within 1 MHz was achieved by comparison to a stabilized
HeNe laser via a Fabry-Perot etalon [13]. The atom bunch
was Doppler shifted into resonance with the laser light by
applying an acceleration voltage to the charge exchange
cell. Fluorescent photons as a function of this acceleration
voltage and the atom time of flight were recorded using a
multichannel-scaler-based data acquisition system [14].

The charge exchange cell is situated approximately
40 cm upstream of the light collection region. This distance
corresponds to an approximately 3 !s transit time for the
atom bunch, or 140 lifetimes of the excited atomic state
(" ¼ 21 ns [15]), during which laser light absorption and
subsequent photon scattering occur on resonance. Due to
multiple relaxation possibilities for all but the fully
stretched transitions, the accessible electron population
of one atomic ground state is pumped out into the other,
therefore suppressing the observable hyperfine resonances
as a function of the laser power utilized. This effect, known
as hyperfine pumping, was suppressed by high-frequency
intensity modulation of the laser light using a fast-
switching electro-optical modulator [14]. The pulse train
of transmitted laser light consisted of an 80 ns on time with
both an 18 ns rise and fall time at a repetition rate of
800 kHz with a time-averaged power of 0.08 mW corre-
sponding to 1.25 mW on peak. The timing structure
corresponds to each atom, experiencing up to three photon
bursts following charge exchange, and therefore greatly
reducing hyperfine pumping. At the same time, the
signal strength of the fully stretched transition is main-
tained compared to a continuous laser beam of identical

time-averaged power as evidenced on the low-frequency
multiplet in 208Fr in Fig. 1(a). As shown in this figure, there
is no increase in the observed FWHM due to the intensity
modulation compared to a cw laser beam. Typical FWHM
extracted correspond to 35(5) MHz for cw and 38(4) MHz
for intensity modulated laser irradiation. The efficiency for
the cycling transitions scales with the time-averaged laser
power. The observed intensity of the other hyperfine com-
ponents was greatly increased, typically by a factor of 5. It
should be noted, however, that this factor is spin depen-
dent. Rate equations show [14] that the pulse train used in
this experiment is not ideal and hence some hyperfine
pumping is still present. In the ideal case, each atom should
experience one photon burst at the saturation intensity of
the transition just upstream of the light collection region.
The temporal width of that burst is ideally the lifetime
of the excited atomic state.
The optical spectra for 208;206g;205;204gFr as shown in

Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) were obtained using the fast laser
intensity switching method enhancing the resonances of
lower amplitude. They were fitted using a Voigt profile and
a 12 !s software gate in a #2-minimization routine with
the standard hyperfine function. All parameters including
the line shape were free running for all isotopes. The #2

red
correspond to approximately 0.9 for the spins chosen lying
within the limit of applicability of Gaussian statistics. The
individual hyperfine multiplets were scanned on different
laser locks for which 208Fr [6] served as a calibration. The
nuclear ground-state spins I for the newly measured iso-
topes were determined by fitting the hyperfine function
with different spins to the data and comparing the ratio
of magnetic hyperfine coupling constants of both atomic
states, AðS1=2Þ=AðP3=2Þ, to the weighted mean for A$213Fr
[93.0(1)] as well as the goodness of fit and observing the
quality of the fit. Using this method, the nuclear ground-
state spins for 206;205;204Fr were determined to be 3, 9=2,
and 3, respectively. An overview of the fit parameters
associated is presented in Table I.
It should be pointed out that the high-frequency multi-

plet of 206Fr not only contains resonances of the nuclear

FIG. 1. (a) Suppression of hyperfine pumping using the fast switching compared to continuous laser irradiation. The normalized
count rate is taken as counts per time and laser power. (b), (c) Observed optical fluorescence spectra for the low- and high-frequency
multiplets of 208;206;205;204Fr ground states, respectively. Resonances corresponding to the nuclear ground state of 206Fr in the doublet
structure in (c) are marked with a g.
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CEC

One recent development:-

   • Hyperfine pumping between
     CEC and light collector
   • Suppressed by modulating
     laser intensity with EOM

In other cases however, 
spectroscopy is performed

on the ion.... 



Spectroscopy from (ionic) ground states

J=0

J=1
Well populated
ground state

But may present other problems....             eg.
• 0→1 gives μ, Qs, δ<r2>, I                          Y,Nb
• No accessible transitions (HR, cts)            Mo,Mn
• Not necessarily the most efficient              Nb,Mn
• Difficult to calibrate atomic factors             Y             
• Like to separate laser and detection λ       Ca
• Hyperfine anomaly?                                   Ta
• Second order perturbed?                           Ta

➔Transitions from metastable states



Optical pumping in the cooler
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• Focus of slow / trapped ions ➜ always efficient
• Can use broadband/pulsed lasers ➜ large λ range

J=0

J=1

J=1

J=2

Weak?
Short λ?

Pulsed lasers
from FURIOS

ID Moore et al.



In-cooler efficiency

Complete depopulation of the ground state

Cheal et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 222501 (2009)

CW yttrium beam Probe Pump



Applications

Online resonance
Nb (J=1-1) @JYFL

55Mn

56Mn

57Mn

58g,mMn

59Mn

60g,mMn

61Mn

62g,mMn

63Mn

64Mn

Improved
alignment

of ISCOOL

Mn (atomic)
COLLAPS, ISOLDE

Ionic scheme

(weak transition)
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Ion beam purification

Time of flight analysis

1+ ions 2+ ions

Cooler axis

(of single A,Z )

Lasers (resonantly ionise 1+➔2+)

Release

Accumulate

(kicked away)

Pure beam of single A and Z
No contaminant will have m/q selected by magnet

and m/(2q) selected by TOF (or other device)



Application to laser spectroscopy
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TO

F

Accelerating voltage (ie. frequency)

Gate applied
(eg. 10μs of 100ms cycle)

Optical spectrum
projected

Isobaric contaminants have same TOF (m/q dep.)
➔ Bunching doesnʼt help remove this
➔ Purity will reduce this background



Photon-ion coincidence

Ion beam Laser beam

Particle
detectors

Segmented photomultiplier tube

Imaging 
optics

+

-

• Requires pure beams
• Cooled beams ➔ ~5 ns resolution ➔ few atoms/s
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Doubly-charged spectroscopy

• Y2+ spectra (IGISOL 4, JYFL)
• Natural production (10-20%)
• Optical pumping used
• Pure s-p transition for calibration
• For IRIS, tune second step

98gY

97gY

96gY

89gY



The new IGISOL 4 laboratory

Easy optical
access

107Mo

2012



Where to go?

Z=40

Z=28

Z=82

Z=50

Z=20

N=20

N=28

N=40

N=50

N=82

N=126

N=152

• Difficult cases: production/spectroscopy
• Refractory elements

around shell closures
• Further from stability

Cheal and Flanagan. J. Phys. G 37, 113101 (2010)
(updated by Annika Voss)



Looking ahead to LaSpec
• Laser spectroscopy provides unique access

to several fundamental nuclear properties

• Lasers invaluable for beam preparation

• All new techniques developed now (at JYFL,
ISOLDE, TRIUMF, MSU, GSI...) will be
immediately applicable at LaSpec

• Prototype/actual LaSpec beamline
installed at TRIGA, Mainz

• Much to explore!


